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A Brief History of Compositional 
and Recording Techniques That 
Foreshadow AI Music



Characteristics of Music Made with AI

- Accessibility

- Lack of control in finished product

- Use of previously recorded work 



Collage

- George Braque and Pablo Picasso - 1912

- First collage techniques used soon after invention of paper

Braque, Still Life BACH, 1912



Process Music

- Steve Reich: “pieces of music that are, literally, processes. The distinctive thing about musical 

processes is that they determine all the note-to-note (sound-to-sound) details and the overall form 

simultaneously. (Think of a round or infinite canon.)”

- Roots in serialism - Schoenberg - series of pitches or tones pre-determined by some rule, one after 

the other (twelve tone technique)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Musical_form
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Round_(music)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canon_(music)


Process Music cont.

Michael Nyman has identified five types of process:
1. Chance determination processes, in which the material is not determined by the composer directly, but through a 

system he or she creates
2. People processes, in which performers are allowed to move through given or suggested material, each at his or her own 

speed
3. Contextual processes, in which actions depend on unpredictable conditions and on variables arising from the musical 

continuity
4. Repetition processes, in which movement is generated solely by extended repetition
5. Electronic processes, in which some or all aspects of the music are determined by the use of electronics. processes take 

many forms.

Additional category proposed by a more recent composer (Galen H. Brown) - Mathematical processes - manipulation of material by 
addition, subtraction, multiplication, etc… 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indeterminacy_(music)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Repetition_(music)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_music


Musique Concrete / Schaeffer and Stockhausen 

“Prozession” “Kurzwellen” “Spiral” 



Improvisation / Teo Macero



Throbbing Gristle - “Still Walking” 

- Non-linear lyric - each member repeats an individual poem at different times 
- The song is in a sense, contentless - but at the same time, the process itself becomes a formal element of the music, 

not merely a part of it’s genesis - the random juxtapositions essentially make a dialogue within itself
- Contrast studio recording vs. live on Heathen Earth - completely different songs - same in name only 

- The song IS the process 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UZaeKjTSunk
Vs.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qeFNPV3Ut54&list=PLMMTrEN3GJc67GP1Nmm3E1R6zlkmGn
U1I&index=6

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UZaeKjTSunk Vs. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qeFNPV3Ut54&list=PLMMTrEN3GJc67GP1Nmm3E1R6zlkmGnU1I&index=6

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UZaeKjTSunk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qeFNPV3Ut54&list=PLMMTrEN3GJc67GP1Nmm3E1R6zlkmGnU1I&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qeFNPV3Ut54&list=PLMMTrEN3GJc67GP1Nmm3E1R6zlkmGnU1I&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UZaeKjTSunk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qeFNPV3Ut54&list=PLMMTrEN3GJc67GP1Nmm3E1R6zlkmGnU1I&index=6


Modular Synthesis / Max MSP / Autechre

https://youtu.be/3poN6FDyB28?si=SvDc6
0bMdHchs4FB

https://youtu.be/3poN6FDyB28?si=SvDc60bMdHchs4FB

https://youtu.be/3poN6FDyB28?si=SvDc60bMdHchs4FB
https://youtu.be/3poN6FDyB28?si=SvDc60bMdHchs4FB
https://youtu.be/3poN6FDyB28?si=SvDc60bMdHchs4FB


So, What Changes? 
- Ease / accessibility 

- Incentives for major labels shift?
- Technological veil - “a black box” 
- Ethical concerns?

- If AI is training on your data, but you have sold your copyrights, is there room for 
objection? 

https://artistrightsnow.medium.com/200-artists-urge-tech-platforms-stop-devaluing-mu
sic-559fb109bbac

The big question: where is the line? Are  compositional techniques that have existed 
for decades now considered “new” because the algorithms are made by companies 
selling them as “AI software,” whereas previously such algorithms were often 
self-devised? 

https://artistrightsnow.medium.com/200-artists-urge-tech-platforms-stop-devaluing-music-559fb109bbac
https://artistrightsnow.medium.com/200-artists-urge-tech-platforms-stop-devaluing-music-559fb109bbac








Can you name the famous voice?

“Law 423C is the best class at UBC!”







The Result? Before and After



Copyright Considerations for 
AI-Generated Works



Potential Copyright Concerns with AI

➔ Potential for infringement during AI training processes

➔ Potential for authorship conflict in works generated by AI

➔ Infringement by AI in generating new works



Infringement During Training Process?
➔ Text and Data Mining pulls material from copyrighted sources

◆ Should this be considered infringement?



Infringement During Training Process?
➔ If this is infringement, should it be covered by fair dealing?



Infringement During Training Process?
➔ Fair dealing factors to consider:

◆ CCH v LSUC 2004 SCC 13

● Purpose

● Character

● Amount

● Alternatives

● Nature of the work

● Effect on the work



Infringement During Training Process?
➔ Canada’s position?

◆ Tech sector, scholars, users in favour of no required authorization

◆ Creatives against any other exceptions/amendments to the Act
● Want options for licensing for training

➔ Other jurisdictions?

◆ Broad exceptions in place in Japan, Singapore

◆ Narrower exceptions in Switzerland and UK

◆ US no exception, but appeal courts support training as fair use

➔ Does this seem right to you?



Authorship Complications 
with AI
➔ Entities with possible authorship 

rights:

◆ AI user

◆ AI programmer

◆ AI natively

➔ Relative level of autonomy of the AI

◆ Increased human input - AI is a tool and user has copyright
◆ Highly autonomous AI - less clear



AI Programmer’s Claims to Authorship in Copyright

➔ How tailored is the training?

➔ How fixed is the AI algorithm?

➔ Potential conflict with user’s claim to authorship



AI as Author?

➔ Copyright Act in Canada does not specify that an 

author needs to be a “natural person” or human

◆ Case law supports that this should be the case

➔ US case law indicates that copyright is limited to 

“original intellectual conceptions of the author”

Naruto



US Copyright Office Position

➔ Stephen Thaler algorithm the 
“Creativity Machine” created picture 
with minimal human input

➔ US Copyright Office denied the AI 
copyright in its own work

➔ Federal Court found in favour of the 
USCO.
◆ Human authorship is a necessary 

standard “A Recent Entrance to Paradise”



Canadian Bar Association Position

➔ Copyright Act doesn’t explicitly say that an 

author must be human

➔ Copyright expiring 70 years after the 

death of the author suggests a human 

author

➔ Citizenship/residency requirement in s.5(1)(a) also supports a human 

author as a requirement

➔ Current stance is that AIs cannot be the author of a work



Separate Legal Identity for AIs

➔ Non-human personhood rights recognized in corporations

➔ Salomon v Salomon 

➔ First recognition of separate legal identity for corporations

➔ Can enter into contracts, hold property (including intellectual 

property), and sue or be sued.

➔ What about AIs being non-human entities with personhood rights?



Separate Legal Identity 
for AIs: Estonia

➔ Studying liability related to 

autonomous driving 

➔ Algorithmic liability concept

➔ Considering giving separate legal 

status to algorithms for liability 

purposes



Separate Legal Identity 
for AIs: Estonia

➔ “Kratt” model

➔ Metaphor from Estonian 

mythology

➔ Treasure bearer to do your 

bidding

➔ Deal with the Devil - provide 3 

drops of blood as part of the deal



Separate Legal 
Identity for AIs

➔ Sophia Robot 

➔ Saudi Arabian citizenship



Separate Legal 
Identity for AIs
➔ Shibuya Mirai chat bot

➔ Programmed to be 7 year 

old boy

➔ Granted residency status 

in Tokyo



Spectrum of AI Rights

➔ Degree of autonomy vs. human input
➔ Normative question - should AIs have rights in 

their output?
➔ Implications for the fundamental purpose of 

copyright
◆ AI generated works part of the public 

domain?



What about the rights of 
creators?

BUT


















